Abstract-Exposure to polychlorinated biphenyals (PCBs) is hazardous to human health. The United Nations Environment Programme has decreed that nations, including Canada and USA, must eliminate PCB contaminated equipment such as transformers by 2025. To determine the PCB status of a transformer with absolute certainty, the oil mixture of the transformer must be sampled because transformers labeled as non-PCB could be cross-contaminated. Since sealed oil mixture sampling is costly, for the first time, we apply an iterative machine learning technique called active learning to classify PCB contaminated transformers while minimizing a cost metric that integrates the classification error cost and the sampling cost. We propose a dynamic sampling method to address two key issues in active learning: the sampling size per iteration and the stopping criterion of the sampling process. The proposed algorithm is evaluated using the real-world datasets from BC Hydro in Canada.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Problem Background
P
OLYCHLORINATED biphenyal (PCB) based dielectric fluids were widely used for heat insulation in electrical equipment such as transformers for many years up until 1980s. The exposure to PCBs is hazardous to human health and environments [1] : PCBs can lead to kidney failure and failure of other human organs, produce headaches and sickness, cause chlor-acne if absorbed through the skin, and cause cancer in animals. PCBs do not readily break down in the environment and may remain there for a very long period of time. Many PCB containing transformers are still being used, as the average lifespan of a power transformer is 50 years or longer. The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has decreed that nations, including Canada and USA, are obliged to eliminate all PCB containing equipment by 2025 [2] , [3] . The goal of this paper is to provide a strategy to identify PCB contaminated transformers. Y. C. Yeh and K. Wang are with Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC V5A 1S6, Canada (e-mail: ycyeh@sfu.ca; wangk@sfu.ca).
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The main challenge to PCB transformer identification is that even though transformers were sold and labeled as non-PCB, they may still contain traces of PCBs due to cross-contamination caused by facilities used for both PCB and non-PCB oil mixtures in old days. In some European countries, the cross-contamination rate can be as high as 45% [2] . On the other hand, it is financially infeasible to simply replace all potentially contaminated transformers as each transformer could cost several million dollars.
A more cost-effective solution is to identify PCB contaminated transformers and replace contaminated oil mixture or parts. Due to the cross-contamination mentioned above, to determine the PCB status of a transformer with absolute certainty, the oil mixture of the transformer must be sampled. However, most of later designs have the PCB fluids placed in bushings with a hermetically sealed structure without external access (e.g., drainage valve) [2] . Thus, oil mixture sampling requires breaking the sealed bushing, which costs about 10% or even more of the total cost of a transformer. Other costs associated with sampling include shutting down power transmission of affected areas, replacing bushings of transformers in service with substitutes, and any risk factors involved in sampling. For these reasons, it is essential that sampling is limited to those transformers that are likely contaminated.
The PCB identification often is done at the bushing level because a transformer has multiple bushings, which may or may not have the same PCB content. We shall consider transformer bushings in our discussion, but the same discussion can be applied to other equipment that potentially contains PCB contaminated oil, such as capacitors.
In the remainder of this paper, the term "sampling" refers to the physical procedure performed to obtain the PCB content of a transformer and determine the PCB status. The term "labeled transformer" refers to a transformer whose PCB status has been determined, i.e., positive for PCB contaminated or negative for non-PCB contaminated, and the term "unlabeled transformer" refers to a transformer whose PCB status is unknown.
B. Problem Requirement
Given a set of transformers, most or all of which are unlabeled, we want to predict the PCB status (i.e., positive or negative) of all unlabeled transformers through a sampling process. We are interested in a solution where we only need to sample a subset of unlabeled transformers and use their PCB status and other information to build a classifier to predict the PCB status of the remaining unlabeled transformers. The goal is to minimize the sum of the sampling cost and the classification cost due to prediction errors.
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Classification of an unlabeled transformer could produce one of two types of errors. A false positive error refers to misclassifying a non-PCB transformer as a PCB contaminated transformer, thereby incurring the unnecessary sampling cost on such transformers. A false negative error refers to misclassifying a PCB contaminated transformer as a non-PCB contaminated transformer, thereby incurring the consequence of leaving a PCB transformer unidentified, such as putting human health and environment at potential risk. Each of these two types of errors incurs some cost and the false negative cost is usually significantly larger than the false positive cost. On the other hand, as explained above, it is financially infeasible to sample all transformers. The electric power utilities must consider the trade-offs between these two types of costs.
For example, the false negative cost can be the penalty or fine of allowing a PCB transformer, or the expected cost of damages (i.e., PCB oil leakage), estimated by , where is the cost when damage actually occurs and is the probability that the damage occurs. is usually known from industrial standards and can be estimated from historical records of leakage events. This notion of expected cost is widely used in risk management such as insurance domains for many years.
C. Related Work
Though specification on the procedure of testing a PCB contaminated transformer have been well established [2] , we are not aware of any work of applying machine learning techniques to identify PCB contaminated transformers. Active learning (AL) [4] is a machine learning technique that interactively requests experts to obtain the labels of unlabeled instances in order to improve the classifier. Current existing pool-based active learners utilize a single fixed sampling size at each iteration, called the batch size, to learn throughout the whole learning process [5] - [9] , and various stopping criteria have been proposed [10] - [15] . Most works consider the accuracy of classifiers, which implicitly assumes uniform consequence of the two types of errors, the fixed sampling size, and simple heuristic stopping criteria. Such methods may not work well for our problem with the imbalanced cost model. To the best of our knowledge, AL has not been applied to identify PCB transformers to minimize the total cost.
D. Contributions
Our main contribution is casting the PCB transformer identification as an AL problem and addressing several open issues in this context. 1) Most AL methods consider the notion of cost in terms of the number of samples and the number of misclassifications. As explained above, the PCB identification problem has its own cost structure including the sampling cost, false positive error cost, and false negative error cost. We need to develop a new cost model to take into account such costs in the performance evaluation of an active learner. 2) The traditional AL method uses a fixed batch sample size and ad hoc stopping criteria. The imbalanced penalty for false negative errors and false positive errors and the scarcity of PCB transformers lead to instability of performance of the classifier, which makes the choice of batch sampling size and stopping criteria more important. To address these features of the PCB problem, we develop a dynamic batch size scheme and a complementary stopping criterion. 3) We apply and evaluate various AL stopping criteria using a real life dataset provided by BC Hydro, an electric power utility in Canada. From this study, we provide a guideline for choosing AL methods and stopping criteria based on the structure of cost models and the distribution of PCB transformers. The results show that the proposed batch size adjustment and stopping criterion produce favorable results for an imbalanced cost model and an imbalanced distribution of PCB transformers. Section II presents an overview of AL. Section III presents the PCB transformer identification problem into a cost sensitive learning model. Section IV considers the issues of batch size and stopping criterion, and proposes a batch size adjustment algorithm and its complementary stopping criterion to address the discussed issues. Section V studies the performance of various solutions.
Algorithm AL
Input: Initially labeled data, , unlabeled data, , and initial batch size .
Output: A classification model 
II. ACTIVE LEARNING
We first give an overview of an AL algorithm and then identify some key challenges concerning AL. AL, as shown in Algorithm AL, is an iterative process where at each iteration, the learner requests for a specific set of unlabeled data to be labeled in an attempt to build a better classifier. At iteration , let and be the sets of labeled transformers and unlabeled transformers. AL has several steps: build a classifier with as the training data; apply the classifier to and, based on the result, request for some subset of , denoted by , for PCB sampling; remove from and append into . This interactive sampling process continues until some stopping criterion, , is satisfied. The initial can be obtained by random sampling. The batch size at iteration , , is the number of transformers in . Algorithm AL has four components that require elaboration : 1) : tests whether the iterative process should stop 2)
: classifies unlabeled transformers 3)
: picks transformers to sample the oil mixture 4)
: determines the batch size Most research focus on strategies for choosing the transformers to sample and for building classifiers such as support vector machines (SVMs) and decision trees (see [9] ). In this paper, we use SVM classifiers and apply Bayes optimal prediction strategy to transform SVM into a cost-sensitive classifier. Details can be found in [9] , [16] - [18] . The focus of this paper is placed on developing a new cost model and determining the batch size and stopping criteria . To our best knowledge, all existing pool-based AL algorithms learn with a constant batch size . We briefly discuss five conventional stopping criteria that we will later implement and evaluate in our experiments. All these stopping criteria are based on some notion of "classification stability" of in classifying : once reaches a stable state, further sampling is unnecessary and the iterative process should stop. Methods 1)-4) are from [12] and method 5) is from [15] .
1) Maximum Uncertainty Method (MU):
The active learner terminates when some uncertainty measurement of every unlabeled transformers fall under some threshold.
2) Overall Uncertainty Method (OU):
The active learner terminates when the average of some uncertainty measurement over all unlabeled transformers fall under some threshold.
3) Minimum Expected Error Method (MEE):
The active learner is terminated when some expected error falls under some predefined threshold.
4) Selected Accuracy Method (SA):
The active learner terminates when the accuracy on the transformers sampled in the current iteration is over a certain predefined threshold.
5) Stabilizing Prediction Method (SP):
The active learner is terminated when the class predictions on a window of most recent iterations, called a stop set, have been stabilized. Stability is measured based on what is called the agreement, as described in [15] . Since the goal of our PCB identification problem is to minimize a notion of cost that integrates the penalties on sampling, false positive errors, and false negative errors, the ideal stopping criterion is when the minimum cost is reached. We now formally define our cost model.
III. COST MODEL
Conventional classification metrics such as accuracy, precision, and recall cannot accurately evaluate the performance of TABLE I  COST MATRIX C   TABLE II  NOTATIONS AT ARBITRARY ITERATION a PCB identification model as they do not differentiate the difference in the consequences incurred from false positive and false negative classification errors. For example, a single false negative error could have a much larger penalty than many false positive errors because the failure to identify a PCB transformer could pose a potential threat to public health. In such cases, a less accurate classifier due to more false positive errors may be acceptable or preferable if it is necessary to reduce false negative errors. In this section, we first define a cost model with this consideration and then discuss how to apply this model to evaluate the classifier constructed at each iteration.
We summarize the cost matrix in Table I . Each entry in the table represents the cost of classifying a transformer with the actual label as the predicted label . represents the cost of classifying a PCB negative transformer as PCB negative, which is zero.
represents the cost from classifying a PCB negative transformer as PCB positive (i.e., the false positive cost), and represents the cost from classifying a PCB positive transformer as PCB positive. Whenever a transformer is classified as positive, the classifier will incur the cost of oil mixture sampling of the transformer. This cost is denoted by . represents the cost of classifying a PCB positive transformer as PCB negative (i.e., the false negative cost). This cost is denoted by . We continue using the notations from Section II. Let , , , be the numbers of true positive, false positive, true negative and false negative transformers in as determined by the classifier , respectively. These number measure the accuracy of applied to classify the unlabeled transformers at iteration . All notations are summarized in Table II. If  ,  ,  , are available, we can compute the cost of false positive errors and false negative errors. Unfortunately, in the real-world situation, these subsets are unknown because the ground truth labels for the transformers in are unknown a priori. In the following subsections, we first compute the total cost assuming that , , , are known, and we then describe a method to estimate the cost based on what tells us about without knowing , , , .
A. True Cost
If we terminate the AL process at iteration , the label of all transformers in is known and the label of all transformers in will be predicted by . The total cost up to this point comprises of the classification cost of and the sampling cost for obtaining the labels of the transformers in . Each false negative error incurs cost . Each true positive or false positive error incurs . Note that . The classification cost of is calculated as follows:
(1) Every labeled transformer in contributes to the sampling cost . Moreover, we assume that there is a fixed overhead cost associated with the sampling process of each iteration. Let denote this cost. So, the total labeling cost required to build the AL model at iteration is (2) Then the total cost, if terminated at iteration , is the sum of (1) and (2):
B. Estimated Cost
The true cost in (3) requires knowing , and .
and are known since we know exactly how many transformers have been sampled (i.e., line 8 from Algorithm AL), and which unlabeled transformers are classified by as positive regardless of what their actual labels are. However, is unknown because the actual labels of the transformers in are unknown at iteration . Therefore, we have to estimate . Let denote the subset of transformers in that are classified by as negative. For each transformer in , the probability that is a false negative is equal to the probability that is actually positive. This probability is denoted by . Often this probability is provided by a classifier as most classifiers can be transformed to provide class probability estimation [17] . Since misclassifying one PCB transformer as a non-PCB transformer makes contribution to by 1, can be estimated using its expected value by (4) So the cost in (3) is estimated by (5) Thereafter, we refer the cost in (3) as the true cost and refer the cost in (5) as the estimated cost. 
IV. BATCH SIZE AND STOPPING CRITERION
Two key issues are the batch size for sampling per iteration and the stopping criterion of the iterative process. We consider these issues in this section.
A. Description of the Two Issues
The batch size is the number of transformers sampled per iteration. Having a large batch size reduces the overhead of iteration costs, i.e., , but risks poor-quality of sampling and unnecessary cost of over-sampling. To illustrate this, Fig. 1 shows the true cost for two different batch sizes, i.e., sampling 1% and 8% of the entire dataset per iteration. All figures in this section are based on a real life dataset from BC Hydro (see Section V for details about the dataset). The smaller batch size leads to instable cost between iterations during earlier iterations it is difficult to determine whether a minimum cost has been reached based on a small labeled set. Having the larger batch size, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , can alleviate this initial noise; however, it risks over-sampling transformers where some sampled transformers do not necessarily improve classification.
The root of these problems is the fixed batch size. Our insight is that in early iterations when the learning process is noisy, a larger batch size is more resilient to noise; as the active learner samples more transformers and becomes more stable, having a smaller batch size is more favorable to allow the learning process to approach the minimum smoothly and avoid overshooting by a large margin. This observation leads to the development of our batch size adjustment algorithm that attempts to benefit from using both small and large batch sizes in a dynamic manner.
The second issue is when to stop the iteration process. To explain this, Fig. 2 [same dataset as Fig. 1 , but learned using ] shows a typical trend of the true cost of the classifier calculated by (3). At earlier iterations, the labeled set is small and a high is mainly due to a high classification cost. The cost decreases as the model improves from the increasing labeled transformer. After a sufficient amount of sampling, the cost reaches its minimum and then begins to increase with the number of iterations because the sampling cost increases but the additional samples no longer reduce the classification cost. Ideally we want to stop the iterative process when the cost reaches the minimum. Practically, however, it is difficult to know when this condition occurs because we do not know the trend of the cost in "future" iterations.
The choices of batch size and stopping criterion are two key issues for the AL algorithm. These choices become even more important and more difficult due to the imbalanced cost of false positive error and false negative error in our problem. Below, we propose solutions to these issues.
B. Geometric Batch Size
Our dynamic batch size strategy is based on the following idea. If the estimated cost decreases in the current iteration, the benefit from sampling, i.e., reducing classification error, outweighs the sampling cost; therefore, we double the batch size in the next iteration to leverage this benefit. A larger batch size also reduces the overhead cost associated with each iteration. If the estimated cost increases in the current iteration, the benefit from sampling does not compensate for its cost and so we reduce the batch size by halve to avoid overshooting the minimum cost by a large margin. In other words, the batch size should be dynamically adjusted according to the trend of the estimated cost of the current classifier.
To avoid the dynamic batch size could becoming too large (thus, overshooting by a large margin) or too small (thus, a large overhead cost associated with iterations), we impose a range on the batch size, , such that if is reached, further size doubling is turned off, and if the batch size goes below , the AL process terminates. We will discuss ways to choose and after presenting our stopping criterion shortly. Algorithm below summarizes the above dynamic batch size adjustment. The initial size is set to .
Algorithm
Input: , , ,
Output:
1: if then 2: return 3: else
4: return
5: end if
The adjustment of batch size critically depends on the estimated cost at earlier iterations , where . If we can improve the accuracy of these estimates, we can obtain a better batch size for the current iteration . Recall that , as defined in (4), is estimated at iteration using the probability predicted by , i.e., , due to the lack of actual labels for the transformers in . At the current iteration , however, the actual labels for all transformers that were sampled since iteration are indeed available and can be used to get a better . Such transformers are exactly those in . Even for those transformers, say , whose labels remain unknown at iteration , the probability given by the classifier is preferred to the probability given by because is based on more labeled transformers [i.e.,
]. Based on these observations, at iteration we shall re-estimate as follows: (6) The first term represents the number of false negative errors by where the true labels are known at iteration . The second term represents the estimate of false negative errors where the true labels are still unknown at iteration . Thus, the modified cost at iteration that is estimated at iteration is as follows: (7) Finally, to calculate the batch size , we look back and recalculate the estimated cost of each previous iteration using (7), . This improved version is given in Algorithm . The condition at line 3 will be explained in the next section. 
C. Stopping Criterion
We propose the following stopping criterion: the iterative process stops if both of the following two conditions hold. 1) The estimated cost experiences decreasing first and increasing then in a few consecutive iterations.
2) The batch size of the current iteration, , goes under the lower limit , i.e., (8) Together these conditions aim to ensure that the active learner has passed the minimum cost point and stopped at a close point. In the first couple of iterations, even if the cost may increase due to large noises in early iterations, the condition (8) cannot be satisfied because the active learner starts at the initial size , which is far away from . Recall that our geometric batch size adjustment halves the batch size in the case of increasing cost. Suppose that the batch size at the current iteration is . The condition (8) occurs only after keeps increasing for consecutive iterations, and these iterations require at most additional samples because . Therefore, by choosing the ratio large enough, the condition (8) can ensure both conditions 1) and 2). In practice, and can be empirically determined by using a small subset of the data before starting the AL iteration process on the full dataset, or using the dataset of transformers sampled before. Now we can explain the condition in . Suppose that at iteration , the re-calculated batch size for an earlier iteration is less than . This suggests that the condition in (8) has been reached at the earlier iteration if the re-estimated has been used. In this case, we immediately terminate the learning process and return the classifier . This termination is implicit through the setting of and our stopping criterion . Note that is preferred to since is constructed from more labeled data than . In the rest of the paper, GDB denotes the algorithm based on the geometric dynamic batch size and stopping criterion proposed in this section.
V. EXPERIMENT
We evaluated the performance of various AL methods using a real dataset collected from BC Hydro. This data set has the 11 attributes described in Table III where each record represents a unique transformer bushing. There are more than 1000 records in the dataset, and more than 90% of the bushings in the dataset were manufactured between 1960 and 1989. All these bushings have been sampled previously for PCB content and the amount of PCB in the unit of mg/kg is recorded as the attribute PCB Concentration. We use this information to acquire the PCB label of an "unlabeled" bushing by the function during the AL process. All the AL methods are evaluated using this information. 
A. Setup
We consider two rules for defining the PCB label of a bushing that is consistent with the specification the PCB transformer concentration levels in [19] , [20] . (resp., ) represents the rule that the maximum PCB concentration for the non-PCB label is 500 mg/kg (resp.,
). The number of PCB bushings is far fewer than the number of non-PCB bushings, especially in the case of . For confidentiality reasons, we cannot release the exact distribution of PCB and non-PCB labels.
An initial 5% of the labeled bushings in the dataset are used as to seed the AL process. The labels of additional bushing were revealed when requested by the function during the AL process. The dataset was randomly divided into 20 folds (5% each) and the experiments were repeated 20 times using each of the folds as
. Missing values were filled using WEKA Tool's ReplaceMissingValues filter and categorical attributes were transformed into multiple binary attributes using WEKA Tool's NominalToBinary filter [21] . We use LibSVM (with the default linear kernel) [22] with its probability estimate option [23] to construct SVM classifiers and to provide the posterior probability estimates of false negative bushings.
To consider a range of penalties for sampling and false negatives, we run four tests as described in Table IV . is the ratio of the number of non-PCB bushings over the number of PCB bushings in the dataset, and therefore, and is larger for than for . We set at the unit cost (i.e., 1) and set to be and . Therefore, for a more imbalanced dataset, i.e., a larger , it is more costly to misclassify a PCB bushing as non-PCB bushing. In this case, the PCB identification focuses on a small number of targets, thus, missing a target incurs a larger cost. We set equal to the cost of sampling 0.5% of the dataset. Note that other ways of choosing and are possible, but the above choice is sufficient for creating a diverse penalty range.
We evaluated the GDB algorithm proposed in Section IV and the five conventional stopping criteria with fixed batch size discussed in Section II, i.e., MU, OU, MEE, SA, and SP. The threshold values for these conventional stopping criteria were selected as suggested in [12] and [15] . 1 A fixed batch size is used for the five conventional stopping criteria. For the GDB algorithm, is set to . 
B. Results and Discussion
1) Effectiveness of Batch Size Adjustment:
We evaluate the effectiveness of and in Section IV-B by studying how closely they terminate near the minimum true cost point. The discussion below refers to Test 3. For , Fig. 3 (a) plots the true cost (computed using the true labels) and the estimated cost calculated at iteration until the learning process terminates. For , Fig. 3(b) plots the re-calculated cost of all previous iterations performed at the last iteration .
As we can see, the batch size of is not adjusted appropriately and therefore, the learning process takes more iterations after reaching the minimum true cost in comparison with . In particular, the minimum true cost occurs when about 20% of the bushings were sampled, but the active learner was not stopped until about 40% of the bushings were sampled.
allows the active learner to terminate closer to the minimum true cost point because is able to correct the poor batch size adjustment decisions made in earlier iterations. Although the estimated cost is different from the true cost, their trends are consistent, which allows us to detect when the minimum true cost has been reached. In this aspect, the re-calculated cost of is more reliable and the timing of its minimum is closer to that of the minimum of the true cost.
2) Cost Reduction: The cost reduction of an AL algorithm with cost is defined as (9) where is the cost of the baseline method that samples all transformer bushings. Table V shows the cost reductions of GDB and five conventional stopping criteria for the four tests described in Table IV . An AL algorithm is able to save by more than 50% of the cost for the tests with (i.e., Tests 1 and 2) regardless of which stopping criteria we apply. However, OU, MU, SA and MEE have very poor performance for Tests 3 and 4. These tests have highly imbalanced label distribution, which causes OU, MU, SA and MEE to falsely believe that all transformer bushings can be classified as negative within early iterations, which results in many PCB transformers bushings being unidentified, thus, the high false negative cost.
GDB and SP overcome this initial noise by continuing to learn for a few more iterations, even when the minimum cost point (for GDB) and classification stability (for SP) have been reached. These additional iterations impose extra sampling cost when the learning curve is smooth, resulting in a little worse performance than OU, MU, SA and MEE as observed for Tests 1 and 2. In general, OU, MU, SA and MEE perform better when the label distribution and cost distribution for false positives and false negatives are more balanced, and GDB and SP perform better when these distributions are more imbalanced. In the most imbalanced case, i.e., Test 4, GDB performs better than SP. This study confirms the effectiveness of the proposed dynamic batch size and stopping criterion in addressing the imbalanced cost distribution and label distribution, which is the typical situation in real life.
3) Accuracy: Finally, we evaluated the accuracy of identifying PCB contaminated transformer bushings. We use the standard recall as the accuracy measure:
where and are the number of true positives and false negatives, respectively. In the PCB identification problem, having a small , thus, a large , is extremely important since this is the basic purpose of sampling transformers. The cost of false positives has been considered in the cost reduction analysis. Table VI shows the results. The column " " presents the percentage of transformer bushings that were sampled during the AL process. OU, MU, SA and MEE have a low recall (30%) for Tests 3 and 4, meaning that 70% of PCB bushings are not identified. As discussed in the previous section, these methods tend to terminate the learning process prematurely, which leads to a very small set of bushings being sampled (i.e., a small ), thus, the low recall. On the other hand, SP and GDB can achieve the 100% recall for all Tests 1, 2, 3 and 4, i.e., all of the PCB bushings are correctly identified regardless of sparsity of PCB bushings and imbalanced cost structure. For Tests 3 and 4, in which there is high false negative cost, SP requires sampling 6% more bushings, compared to GDB, to reach 100% accuracy.
4) Overall Recommendations:
If PCB transformers or bushings are not highly sparse (such as Tests 1 and 2), all the algorithms serve good stopping criteria. However, in the sparsity of PCB bushings (such Tests 3 and 4), GDB and SP serve much better stopping criteria. If accuracy is the only consideration, both GDB and SP are equally good. If both cost and accuracy are the considerations, GDB is preferred to SP. The sparsity of PCB bushings can be approximately estimated by the initially sampled set . Our method will sample more or even all bushings in two extreme cases. The first case is when the cost of false negative error (i.e., missing a PCB bushing) is too high, and the second case is when the percentage of PCB bushings is not very low. In both cases, our method will sample more or even all bushings, which is expected in order to eliminate majority or all of false negatives. This is not something wrong with the method, but the natural outcome of the high cost of false negative errors. So the method works correctly in these extreme cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
The PCB transformer identification problem is a vital concern to electric power companies across the world as it is required by UNEP to have all PCB transformers removed by 2025. We proposed to utilize active learning algorithms to help identify PCB contaminated transformers or bushings while minimizing the number of transformers required to be sampled. The main contribution is a study of the impacts of the imbalanced cost and label distributions on active learning algorithms. Our study shows that such imbalanced distributions render conventional active learning algorithms overly sensitive to noises. To address this issue, we proposed a cost model based active leaner with a dynamic batch size adjustment and a new stopping criterion. The evaluation based on real-world datasets from BC Hydro showed that the proposed method is the most appropriate strategy for datasets with imbalanced cost and label distributions. Such imbalanced distributions are typical of the PCB transformer identification.
Although the BC Hydro transformer bushing datasets are used as the case studies in our work, the proposed method is not limited to such data sets; in fact, it can be applied to other PCB equipment problems in any utility, and to similar problems in other domains that need to identify any target class in a cost sensitive manner.
